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AbstractConnectivity in vehicular traffic environment has witnessed significant attention due to the
direct impact on the performance of most of the traffic safety applications of Intelligent
Transport System (ITS). Various parameters such as density, speed, direction, link quality and
Inter Vehicle Distance (IVD) have been utilized for measuring connectivity. IVD has greater
impact on connectivity and controls the impact of other parameters. Usage of Real time IVD
for measuring connectivity has not received sufficient attention in VANETs. This paper
proposes Inter Vehicle Distance based Connectivity Aware Routing (Ivd-CAR) for enhancing
connectivity aware data dissemination. IVD calculation is robust and can effectively handle
instantaneous GPS failure. Two localization techniques; namely, Cooperative Localization
(CL) and Geometry based Localization (GL) are developed. Standard deviation of real time
IVDs of a forwarding path is derived. Distribution of IVDs of a forwarding path is employed
for estimating connectivity. Segment vehicle based Next Hop Vehicle (NHV) selection is
utilized for incorporating network load, link quality and direction into consideration while
selecting forwarding path. Simulations are carried out in ns2 to evaluate the performance of
Ivd-CAR in realistic traffic environment. Comparative analysis of simulation results attests the
superiority of Ivd-CAR to the state-of-the-art techniques: CSR and A-CAR.

Keywords- Connectivity aware routing; Inter vehicle distance; Connectivity; Routing;
VANETs; Localization;

1. Introduction
Research in VANETs has received remarkable attention in recent past for addressing the issues
related to on-road transportation. [1-5]. Most of the modern Intelligent Transportation Systems
(ITS) applications requires an operational framework which is effectively provided by
VANETs [6]. Modern ITS applications can be divided into two major categories; namely, onroad traffic safety applications and infotainment applications. Traffic safety application
includes traffic monitoring through cooperative messaging, intimating blind curve road,
preventing collision through automatic electronic break system, on-road real time traffic based
traffic light operation and traffic light information in on-board system [7]. Infotainment
application includes browsing Internet applications [8], multi-player gaming [9], music and
video sharing among on-road passenger. For implementation and complete realization of these
applications, efficient and reliable information dissemination in vehicular traffic environment
has become one of fundamental research theme in VANETs [10]. Number of information
dissemination techniques have been developed in recent past which can be broadly categorized
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into five types; namely, adhoc routing, position-based routing, cluster-based routing, broadcast
routing and geocast routing [11]. Position based and geocast routing techniques have received
foremost research attention for information dissemination in vehicular traffic environment due
to the suitability of the techniques considering most of the traffic safety applications [12, 13].
The significance of usage of position based and geocast routing in vehicular traffic environment
was predicted by Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF) long before in 1996 [14]. In realistic
on-road vehicular traffic environment, vehicles can be divided into moving platoons and traffic
safety messages can be disseminated utilizing the location information of theses platoons. The
same information dissemination approach is exploited in most of the aforementioned routing
categories such as geocast, position and cluster based routing.
In most of the aforementioned information dissemination techniques, maintaining connectivity
of forwarding path [15] and next hop vehicle selection [16] are challenging task due to the
highly dynamic and self-organizing nature of vehicular traffic environment. In recent past,
various attempts [17-22] have been made to address disruption in connectivity by using a
number of parameters related to traffic environment for predicting durability of vehicular
communication links. Some of the examples of investigation of connectivity are vehicle
position information for link adaptation [17], Probabilistic link duration [18]. Road Side Unit
(RSU) for connectivity [19], mobile based stations with higher transmission range for
connectivity [20], path loss modelling for connectivity [21], analytical model for muti-hop
connectivity [22]. Some information dissemination techniques have been also developed by
exploiting the investigation on connectivity; e.g., greedy and junction based Connectivity
Sensed Routing (CSR) [23], Anchor based Connectivity Aware Routing (ACAR) considering
neighbour vehicles [24], Adaptive Connectivity Aware Routing (A-CAR) [25], Intersection
based Connectivity Aware Routing (iCAR-II) [26]. Most of these protocols are utilizing the
traffic parameters such as density, speed, transmission range and link quality except A-CAR.
Statistically calculated average Inter Vehicle Distance (IVD) has been utilized in A-CAR
which does not represents the real time distribution of IVD. Real time distribution of IVD is
the most effective measurement of connectivity in highly dynamic vehicular traffic
environment which controls the other aforementioned parameters of connectivity.
This paper proposes IVD based Connectivity Aware Routing (Ivd-CAR) protocol for
enhancing connectivity aware information dissemination in VANETs. The features of IvdCAR which makes the protocol superior to the state-of-the-art protocols are provided below as
contributions of the article.
 IVD calculation is robust and can effectively handle the instantaneous non-reception of
location information from GPS due to modern infrastructure such as high rise buildings and
fly overs or natural phenomenon such as trees along side road.


For addressing instantaneous non-reception of location information from GPS, two
localization techniques; namely Cooperative Localization (CL) and Geometry based
Localization (GL) are developed. CL calculates current location of a vehicle using Received
Signal Strength Indicator (RSSI) GL calculates current location using mathematical
geometry.



Standard deviation of real time IVDs information of a forwarding path is derived for
predicting connectivity of the path. Standard deviation of IVDs more accurately represents
the distribution of IVDs in a forwarding path.



Segment vehicle based Next Hop Vehicle (NHV) selection is utilized for incorporating
network load, link quality and direction into consideration while selecting forwarding path.
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Performance of Ivd-CAR in realistic vehicular traffic environment is evaluated by carrying
out comparative analysis of simulation results with the state-of-the-art techniques: CSR and
A-CAR.
The rest of the paper is organized in the following sections. In section 2, related literature on
investigating connectivity for information dissemination is qualitatively reviewed. Section 3
presents theoretical detail of the proposed Ivd-CAR protocol and its mathematical derivations.
Simulation and analysis of results are discussed in Section 4. Conclusion of the article is
provided in section 5.

2. Related Work
In the past few years, Connectivity Aware Routing (CAR) has been in the lime light of
researchers in information dissemination in VANETs. Different parameters such as speed,
distance, acceleration, link quality, etc. have been used in the literature to estimate connectivity
of a forwarding path while disseminating information in vehicular traffic environment.
Analysis and design of an information dissemination protocol named as Connectivity-Sensed
Routing (CSR) has been presented in [23]. Firstly, an analytical model for statistical estimation
of inter vehicle distance has been provided. Secondly, forwarding strategy of CSR has been
designed which consists of two modes; namely, segment mode based on greedy approach and
intersection mode based on density aware cost function. Although statistical inter vehicle
distance has been efficiently derived to model a forwarding strategy yet, non-real time inter
vehicle distance, and greedy and density based forwarding modes reduces the applicability of
CSR in high speed highway vehicular traffic environment.
Anchor-based Connectivity Aware Routing (ACAR) has been investigated considering
neighbour vehicles in sparse and highly dynamic vehicular environment [24]. Two types of
vehicular network scenario has been considered; namely, fully connected or dense and sparse
vehicular network. In fully connected or dense vehicular network, Route Request Beacon
Message (RRBM) and Route Reply Message (RRM) are exchanged between source and
destination to establish a communication path. Source, destination or Intermediate vehicles
belonging to an anchor or a junction inform their neighbouring vehicles regarding change of
locations due to the directional changes taken by the vehicles. The approach of making aware
the neighbouring vehicles about the changed location helps establishing reliable connectivity
between source and destination. In sparse vehicular network, store and carry forward technique
has been utilized considering an acceptable delay and overhead. Although the concept of
awareness about change of location and sore and carry forward are promising for information
dissemination in vehicular network environment yet, the absence of mathematical formulation
of these concepts reduces the applicability in realistic applications.
Adaptive Connectivity Aware (A-CAR) for urban vehicular traffic environment has been
suggested in [25]. Two types of connectivity model have been explored; namely, road segment
and route connectivity. Road segment connectivity model is the combination of static cell based
connectivity and cluster based connectivity whereas route connectivity is based on transmission
quality. Routing strategy is based on prediction of location of neighbouring vehicles, selecting
route adaptively and density of vehicles. Although cell and cluster based connectivity models
and transmission quality based route selection are best practices in information dissemination,
yet un realistic assumptions such as uniform distribution of vehicles on static cells of roads and
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density based updating of number of vehicles in a route segment reduces the chances of
possible applications of the protocol in realistic vehicular traffic environment. Infrastructure
and intersection based Connectivity Aware Routing (iCAR-II) has been suggested for internet
access in urban VANETs [26]. A road segment between a pair of junctions is evaluated by
collecting information on packet delivery delay and expected lifetime of local connectivity for
including the road segment into the forwarding path from source to destination. Probability of
sending control packet to collect information about a road segment and expected lifetime of
local connectivity in a road segment is mathematically derived. Due to the cost of deployment
of infrastructure, applicability of iCAR-II is limited to Internet access in VANETs.
Connectivity in highway vehicular traffic environment has been analytically modelled using
queueing theory [27]. The analytical modelling has been carried out into two steps. In the first
step, statistical distribution of inter vehicle distance has been modelled considering the number
of vehicles passing through a particular point in highway scenario as Poisson process.
Therefore, arrival time interval of vehicles has been considered exponentially distributed.
Following these assumptions, it has been mathematically derived that inter vehicle distance
follows exponential distribution in highway traffic scenario. In the second step of the
modelling, connectivity of vehicular network has been analysed utilizing 𝑀/𝐷/∞ queueing
system. Connectivity has been analysed in terms of expected size of platoon of vehicles and
expected length of connected path between any two vehicles. Although the analytical
modelling based on queueing theory and statistics is quite useful for understanding the pattern
of connectivity in highway vehicular traffic environment, yet statistical estimation of inter
vehicle distance does not reflect the realistic inter vehicle distance which is affected by number
of parameters of vehicular traffic environment. Probability of connectivity in platoon based
VANETs has been explored in [28]. It has been assumed that on-road vehicles follows Poisson
distribution and inter vehicle distance follows exponential distribution. One directional and two
dimensional platoon based vehicular network scenarios have been considered to derive
probability of connectivity for both V2V and V2I communications. Mathematical formulation
of probability of connectivity is based on number of parameters such as probability of platoon
formation, transmission range of vehicles, inter vehicle distance, density of vehicles and
coverage of road Side Unite (RSU). Although probability of connectivity has been effectivity
derived for number of cases considering most of the parameters which affects vehicular
connectivity in realistic environment, yet large number of cases makes the derivation complex
in terms of implementation in a particular application.
Connectivity in fading channels of one dimensional vehicular adhoc networks has been
investigated in [29]. Firstly, three fading models; namely, Rayleigh, Rician, and Weibull have
been used to model the impact of fading on transmission range of vehicles. Secondly, concavity
has been derived in terms of expected number of vehicles in a connected cluster of vehicles
and expected length of connected communication. Derivation of connectivity has been carried
out for each of the considered fading models individually. Although impact of fading on
connectivity has been effectively formulated for intra-cluster connectivity yet, the absence of
inter-cluster connectivity analysis reduces the applicability in realistic applications. RSUs have
been utilized to insure and secure connectivity in vehicular adhoc networks [30]. Firstly,
probability of connectivity has been derived in terms of transmission range, density of vehicles
and number of vehicles. Critical transmission range has been obtained using the probability of
connectivity derivation with threshold value consideration. Secondly, probability of number of
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reachable neighbour vehicles has been derived using Exponential distribution for time and
space headways with a Robustness Factor (EwRF) to incorporate the behaviour of drivers
who’s vehicles does not follow these distribution. Thirdly, Generalized Extreme Value (GEV)
distribution has been utilized to model inter vehicle distance in realistic vehicular traffic
environment where driving behaviour is unpredictable.
Bio-inspired artificial bee colony technique has been utilized to maintain connectivity in
vehicular traffic environment [31]. RSUs store the distance information of all neighbouring
vehicles which is accessed by the communicating vehicles resulting in durable connectivity.
Although the idea of maintaining connectivity using bio-inspired technique looks quite
promising, yet non-inclusion of mathematical modelling reduces the applicability of the
approach. Connectivity enhancement for spectrum-agile VANETs has been investigated
considering fading channel scenario [32]. Connectivity in bi-directional traffic is derived in
terms of probability of summation of channel sensing, channel switching and data exchange
times is less than or equal to the time available for communication which depends on the
transmission range and speed of communicating pair of vehicles. Connectivity in onedirectional traffic has been derived in terms of probability of existence of link between
communicating pair of vehicles following log-normal distribution with the constraint that
summation of initial separation distance and the difference between the distances travelled by
communication vehicles is less than or equal to the minimum of transmission ranges of the
communicating vehicles. In [33], authors have extended the connectivity estimation presented
in [32] by developing algorithms for calculating communication time or time available for
communication, size of message and probability of connectivity for both one and two
dimensional traffic.

3. Ivd-CAR
In this section, inter vehicle distance based connectivity aware routing protocol has been
presented for enhancing the connectivity estimation in vehicular traffic environment while
disseminating traffic information. The connectivity estimation of Ivd-CAR is based on the
measurement of standard deviation of inter vehicle distance of different paths from source to
destination vehicle. Estimation of inter vehicle distance is a challenging task in case of
erroneous GPS information at a particular instance of time. The estimation of individual inter
vehicle distance addressing erroneous GPS information issue and standard deviation of inter
vehicle distances of a connected path are presented in the next sections.
3.1 Estimation of Inter Vehicle Distance
Inter vehicle distance is one of critical parameters which has a major impact on connectivity in
vehicular traffic environment. Each vehicle is assumed to be equipped with GPS receiver to
get their current location. Vehicles share their location information with neighbouring vehicles.
A forwarding vehicle 𝑣𝑖 at a location (𝑥𝑖 , 𝑦𝑖 ) determines its distance 𝐼𝑉𝐷𝑖,𝑗 from previous
forwarder 𝑣𝑗 located at (𝑥𝑗 , 𝑦𝑗 ) and updates the average inter vehicle distance 𝐼𝑉𝐷𝑎𝑣𝑔 of the
forwarding path using equation (1) and (2), respectively.
2

2

𝐼𝑉𝐷𝑖,𝑗 = √{(𝑥𝑖 − 𝑥𝑗 ) + (𝑦𝑖 − 𝑦𝑗 ) }
𝐼𝑉𝐷𝑎𝑣𝑔 =

𝐼𝑉𝐷𝑎𝑣𝑔 ×𝐻𝑐𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡 +𝐼𝑉𝐷𝑖,𝑗
𝐻𝑐𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡 +1

(1)
(2)
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where, 𝐻𝑐𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡 represents the current hop count of the forwarding path. The aforementioned
distance estimation will be useful with the prier availability of location information. In modern
urban infrastructure, a situation may occur where an on-road vehicle is not able to acquire GPS
location; e.g., while passing through a tunnel or on-road segment surrounded by high-rises
buildings, multi floor flyovers, and multi-floor bridges. In these situations GPS based
estimation of IVD may not be workable and it is either not able to estimate IVD or provides
erroneous information. Two techniques are developed; namely, Cooperative Localization (CL)
and Geometry based Localization (GL) for addressing this situation specific issue. These
techniques are described in detail in next sections.
3.1.1 Cooperative Localization
In Cooperative Localization, the concept of Received Signal Strength Indicator (RSSI) based
distance estimation is utilized. If RSSI is greater than a threshold value; say 𝛿, then CL is
utilized for location estimation. In CL, a forwarding vehicle 𝑣𝑖 which is not able to receive
GPS location information estimates 𝐼𝑉𝐷𝑖,𝑗 from the previous forwarder 𝑣𝑗 located at (𝑥𝑗 , 𝑦𝑗 )
using shadowing path loss model as expressed in Equation (3).
𝑃𝑊𝑟
10 log10 𝑐2 −𝜏−
𝑃𝑊𝑡
)
10×𝜔

(

𝐼𝑉𝐷𝑖,𝑗 = 𝑐1 × 𝑑0 × 𝑒

(3)

where, 𝑐1 = log 𝑒 (10) represents a constant, 𝑑0 is the reference distance for antenna, 𝑐2

represents a constant for antenna characteristics and channel attenuation, 𝜏 represents Gaussian random
variable, 𝑃𝑊𝑟 and 𝑃𝑊𝑡 represents received and transmitted signal power respectively and 𝜔 is
the path loss exponent.

3.1.2 Geometry based Localization
In case of RSSI< 𝛿, inter vehicle distance estimation by CL is not accurate due to the higher
interference and reflection [34]. Therefore, geometry based localization is utilized which
estimates current location of a vehicle by applying mathematical geometry with past and
present information about the vehicles. In GL, the information related to forwarding vehicle
′
𝑣𝑖 , such as last known GPS location (𝑥𝑖′ , 𝑦𝑖′ ), speed 𝑠𝑖′ , direction 𝑑𝑖𝑟
are considered as past
knowledge and the information such as current speed 𝑠𝑖 , direction 𝑑𝑖𝑟 are utilized as present
knowledge while estimating current location (𝑥𝑖 , 𝑦𝑖 ). The estimation is carried out considering
′
two cases. In the first case, present 𝑑𝑖𝑟 and past 𝑑𝑖𝑟
directions are considered either same or
opposite. In the second case, present and past directions are considered different (other than
opposite). Estimation of current location (𝑥𝑖 , 𝑦𝑖 ) considering both the cases are described below
in detail.
′
In the first case, present 𝑑𝑖𝑟 and past 𝑑𝑖𝑟
directions are considered either same or opposite, the
current location estimation of a forwarding vehicle is converted into a geometrical problem as
shown in Figure 1. In this problem, (𝑥𝑖 , 𝑦𝑖 ) and (𝑥𝑖′ , 𝑦𝑖′ ) represent the present and past locations,
′
𝑑𝑖𝑟 and 𝑑𝑖𝑟
represent the present and past directions and 𝐷 represents the distance between
present and past locations. By using the time and speed information, distance 𝐷can be
calculated as expressed by Equation (4).

𝐷={

(𝑡𝑖 − 𝑡𝑖′ ) ×
|(

(𝑡𝑖 −𝑡𝑖′ )
2

× 𝑠𝑖 ) − (

(𝑠𝑖 +𝑠𝑖′ )
2
(𝑡𝑖 −𝑡𝑖′ )
2

′
, 𝑑𝑖𝑟 ≅ 𝑑𝑖𝑟

×

𝑠𝑖′ )| , 𝑑𝑖𝑟

≅

′
−𝑑𝑖𝑟

(4)
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where 𝑡𝑖 and 𝑡𝑖′ represents the current and past time, 𝑠𝑖 and 𝑠𝑖′ represents present and past speed,
′
𝑑𝑖𝑟 and 𝑑𝑖𝑟
represents present and past directions, respectively.
(𝑥𝑖 , 𝑦𝑖 )
(𝑥𝑖′ , 𝑦𝑖′ )

𝑑𝑖𝑟

′
𝑑𝑖𝑟

Figure 1. Finding a point in a line which is 𝐷 distance away from another point

(𝑥𝑖 , 𝑦𝑖 ) 𝑑𝑖𝑟
′
𝑑𝑖𝑟

(𝑥𝑖′ , 𝑦𝑖′ )

Figure 2. Finding a point on the circle with radius 𝐷 and center (𝑥𝑖′ , 𝑦𝑖′ )
A circle of radius 𝐷 and center at (𝑥𝑖′ , 𝑦𝑖′ ) is considered as shown in Figure 2 to solve the
geometrical problem given in Figure 1. Equation of the circle can be expressed as given in
Equation (5).
(𝑥 − 𝑥𝑖′ )2 + (𝑦 − 𝑦𝑖′ )2 = 𝐷2
(5)
The current location (𝑥𝑖 , 𝑦𝑖 ) is a point on the circle. Therefore, the point will satisfy Equation
(5) as expressed in Equation (6).
(𝑥𝑖 − 𝑥𝑖′ )2 + (𝑦𝑖 − 𝑦𝑖′ )2 = 𝐷2
(6)
′ ′
′
Equation of a line passing through a point (𝑥𝑖 , 𝑦𝑖 ) and having a direction (slop) 𝑑𝑖 can be
expressed as given in Equation (7).
(𝑦 − 𝑦𝑖′ ) = 𝑑𝑖′ (𝑥 − 𝑥𝑖′ )

(7)

The current location (𝑥𝑖 , 𝑦𝑖 ) is a point on the line. Therefore, the point will satisfy Equation
(7) as expressed in Equation (8).
(𝑦𝑖 − 𝑦𝑖′ ) = 𝑑𝑖′ (𝑥𝑖 − 𝑥𝑖′ )

(8)
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By simplifying Equation (6) using Equation (8) and assumption 𝑑𝑖′ = tan 𝜃 ′ , current location
(𝑥𝑖 , 𝑦𝑖 )can be calculated as expressed in Equations (9) and (10).
(9)
𝑥𝑖 = 𝑥𝑖′ ± D cos 𝜃 ′
𝑦𝑖 = 𝑦𝑖′ ± D cos 𝜃 ′

(10)

In the second case, present and past directions are considered different (other than opposite),
location estimation is converted into a geometrical problem given in Figure 3.

𝑑𝑖𝑟

(𝑥𝑖 , 𝑦𝑖 )
′
𝑑𝑖𝑟

(𝑥𝑖′ , 𝑦𝑖′ )

𝜃′

𝜃

Figure 3. Finding a point on the circle intersected by a line with help of another line passing
through the center of the circle and intersecting the line
In figure 3, ∠𝐴𝐵𝐶can be calculated as expressed in Equation (11).
∠𝐴𝐵𝐶 = 180𝑜 − ∠𝐴𝐵𝐸
= 180𝑜 − {180𝑜 − (𝜃 ′ + (180 − 𝜃))}
= 180𝑜 + 𝜃 ′ − 𝜃
In △ 𝐴𝐵𝐶, the distance between the vehicle 𝐷 can be calculated using 𝐴𝐵 = (

(𝑡𝑖 −𝑡𝑖′ )

(𝑡𝑖 −𝑡𝑖′ )

𝐵𝐶 = (

2

2

(11)
×

𝑠𝑖′ ),

× 𝑠𝑖 ), and ∠𝐴𝐵𝐶 = (180𝑜 + 𝜃 ′ − 𝜃)as expressed in Equation (12).
𝐷 = √(𝐴𝐵 2 + 𝐵𝐶 2 − 2 × 𝐴𝐵 × 𝐵𝐶 × cos(∠𝐴𝐵𝐶))

(12)

Equation of the circle can be expressed as given in Equation (13).
(𝑥 − 𝑥𝑖′ )2 + (𝑦 − 𝑦𝑖′ )2 = 𝐷2

(13)
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Equation of line 𝐴𝐵 passing through a point (𝑥𝑖′ , 𝑦𝑖′ ) and having a direction (slop) 𝑑𝑖′ can be
expressed as given in Equation (14).
(𝑦 − 𝑦𝑖′ ) = 𝑑𝑖′ (𝑥 − 𝑥𝑖′ )

(14)

By simplifying Equation (13) using Equation (14) and considering 𝑑𝑖′ = tan 𝜃 ′ , (𝑥, 𝑦)can be
calculated as expressed in Equations (15) and (16).
𝑥 = 𝑥𝑖′ ± D cos 𝜃 ′
(15)
𝑦 = 𝑦𝑖′ ± D cos 𝜃 ′
(16)
The current location (𝑥𝑖 , 𝑦𝑖 ) is a point on the circle. Therefore, the point will satisfy Equation
(13) as expressed in Equation (17).
(𝑥𝑖 − 𝑥𝑖′ )2 + (𝑦𝑖 − 𝑦𝑖′ )2 = 𝐷2

(17)

Equation of line 𝐵𝐶 passing through a point (𝑥𝑖 , 𝑦𝑖 ) and having a direction (slop) 𝑑𝑖 can be
expressed as given in Equation (18).
(𝑦 − 𝑦𝑖 ) = 𝑑𝑖 (𝑥 − 𝑥𝑖 )
By using Equations (15) and (16) and considering 𝑑𝑖 = tan 𝜃 , Equation (18) can be
expressed as given in Equation (19).

(18)

(𝑦𝑖′ ± D cos 𝜃 ′ − 𝑦𝑖 ) = tan 𝜃 (𝑥𝑖′ ± D cos 𝜃 ′ − 𝑥𝑖 )
(𝑦𝑖′ − 𝑦𝑖 ) = tan 𝜃 (𝑥𝑖′ − 𝑥𝑖 ) ± 𝛼
(19)
Where constant 𝛼 = (tan 𝜃 D cos 𝜃 ′ ± D cos 𝜃 ′ ) is considered for simplification. Equation
(17) can be simplified using Equation (19) to obtain a quadratic equation in 𝑥𝑖 as expressed in
Equation (20).
2
sec 2 𝜃 𝑥𝑖 2 + 𝑥𝑖 (−2𝑥𝑖′ sec 2 𝜃 ± 2𝛼 tan 𝜃) + (𝑥𝑖′ sec 2 𝜃 ± 𝛼 2 ∓ 2𝛼 tan 𝜃 𝑥𝑖′ − 𝐷2 ) = 0 (20)
Two roots can be obtained by solving Equations (20) as expressed in Equation (21).
2

2

−(−2𝑥𝑖′ sec2 𝜃±2𝛼 tan 𝜃)±√(−2𝑥𝑖′ sec2 𝜃±2𝛼 tan 𝜃) −4 sec2 𝜃(𝑥𝑖′ sec2 𝜃±𝛼2 ∓2𝛼 tan 𝜃𝑥𝑖′ −𝐷 2 )

𝑥𝑖 =
(21)
2 sec2 𝜃
Equation (17) can be simplified to obtain a quadratic equation in 𝑦𝑖 as expressed in Equation
(22).
𝑦𝑖 2 + (−2𝑦𝑖′ )𝑦𝑖 + (𝑥𝑖 − 𝑥𝑖′ )2 + (𝑦𝑖′ )2 − 𝐷2 = 0
(22)
Two roots can be obtained by solving Equations (22) as expressed in Equation (23).
𝑦𝑖 = 𝑦𝑖′ ± √(𝑥𝑖 − 𝑥𝑖′ )2 − 𝐷2

(23)

After calculation of current location using either CL or GL, inter vehicle distance is estimated
as given by Equations (1) and (2). Standard deviation calculation using the inter vehicle
distance of a particular path is described in the next section.
3.2 Standard Deviation of IVD based Forwarding
Standard deviation of inter vehicle distance of a forwarding path is significantly important to
maintain connectivity considering platoon based communication architecture in vehicular
traffic environment [35]. In Ivd-CAR, sender vehicle calculates segment area 𝐴𝑠 for identifying
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forwarding region [36]. Forwarding region of a sender which is described in Figure 4 is
calculated as given by Equation (24).
𝐿

𝐿

𝐴𝑠 = (𝑅2 × tan−1 (2𝑀)) − (4 × √4𝑅2 − 𝐿2 )

(24)

𝐿

where 𝐿 = 𝑃𝑄, 𝑀 = 𝑆𝑇, 𝛼 = 2 × tan−1 (2𝑀) and 𝑅 represents the transmission range of
sender vehicle.
Sender Vehicle
Segment Vehicle

Transmission Range
Segment Area

Neighbor Vehicle

P

S


Forwarding Direction

T

Q

Figure 4. Segment area of a sender vehicle
Sender vehicle sends Route Request (RREQ) to the vehicles belonging to a segment area. These
candidate forwarders are referred as segment vehicles. Each forwarding vehicle 𝑣𝑖 of RREQ
estimates 𝐼𝑉𝐷𝑖,𝑗 with previous forwarder 𝑣𝑗 and updates 𝐼𝑉𝐷𝑎𝑣𝑔 of the forwarding path using
the approach mentioned in Section 3.1 and inserts it into RREQ. Once the source vehicle
receives a Route Reply (RREP) control message from any of the destination vehicle of the
geocast region, it calculates standard deviation 𝑆𝐷𝐼𝑉𝐷 of inter vehicle distance as expressed by
equation (25).
1

𝑖=(𝐻𝑐 −1),𝑗=𝐻𝑐
𝑆𝐷𝐼𝑉𝐷 = √𝐻 ∑𝑖=1,𝑗=2
(𝐼𝑉𝐷𝑖,𝑗 − 𝐼𝑉𝐷𝑎𝑣𝑔 )

2

𝑐

(25)

After calculating 𝑆𝐷𝐼𝑉𝐷 of all the paths possible from each segment vehicles, forwarding next
hop vehicle is selected considering the path with minimum 𝑆𝐷𝐼𝑉𝐷 . The complete geocast
routing algorithm based on inter vehicle distance is developed in the next section.
3.3 Ivd-CAGR algorithm
In this section, the aforementioned estimation of inter vehicle distance and standard deviation
of inter vehicle distances of forwarding path are utilized to develop an algorithm for
connectivity aware geocast routing. Ivd-CAGR selects next hop vehicle considering the
forwarding path having minimum standard deviation of inter vehicle distances. Ivd-CAGR is
presented in Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1: Ivd-CAGR
Notations
𝑣𝑐𝑓 : Current Forwarder Vehicle; 𝑆𝑠𝑣 : Set of Segment Vehicles; 𝛼 ∶ Sector angle
𝑣𝑑 : A vehicle in destination geocast region; 𝑣𝑠 : Original Source Vehicle
𝑣𝑁𝐻𝑉 : Next hop Vehicle; 𝑆𝑜ℎ : Set of One hop Neighbor; 𝑣𝑖 : 𝑖 𝑡ℎ Individual vehicle
𝑅𝑅𝐸𝑄𝑖 : Route request control message for 𝑖 𝑡ℎ vehicle; 𝑆𝑠𝑑 : Set of standard deviations
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𝑅𝑅𝐸𝑃𝑖 : Route reply control message from 𝑖 𝑡ℎ vehicle; 𝑃𝑟 : Received signal power;
𝐼𝑉𝐷𝑖,𝑗 : Inter vehicle distance between 𝑖 𝑡ℎ and 𝑗 𝑡ℎ vehice; 𝑙𝑔𝑝𝑠 : Location information by GPS
𝐼𝑉𝐷𝑎𝑣𝑔 : Average inter vehicle distance of a path
Input 𝑅, 𝛼, 𝑀, 𝐿 𝜆, 𝛿
Process
1. initialization
𝑣𝑐𝑓 = 𝑣𝑠 ; 𝑆𝑜ℎ = 𝜙 ; 𝑆𝑠𝑣 = 𝜙; 𝑆𝑠𝑑 = ∅ 𝑣𝑁𝐻𝑉 = 𝑛𝑢𝑙𝑙; 𝛼 = 900
2. 𝑆𝑜ℎ = {neighboring vehicles of 𝑣𝑐𝑓 }
3. if (𝑣𝑑 ∈ 𝑆𝑜ℎ ) then
Send the packet to 𝑣𝑑 using available direct link
𝑣𝑑 broadcasts the packet within geocast region
exit
4. else
5.
while (𝑣𝑐𝑓 ≠ 𝑣𝑑 )
Calculate 𝐴𝑠 using Equation (24)
𝑆𝑠𝑣 = {the neighboring vehicles in 𝐴𝑠 }
6.
for each 𝑣𝑖 ∈ 𝑆𝑠𝑣
Transmit 𝑅𝑅𝐸𝑄𝑖 for searching forwarding path
7.
If (𝑙𝑔𝑝𝑠 is available)
Calculate 𝐼𝑉𝐷𝑖,𝑗 using Equation (1)
Update 𝐼𝑉𝐷𝑎𝑣𝑔 of current path using Equation (2)
elseif (𝑃𝑟 > 𝛿 )
8.
Estimate 𝐼𝑉𝐷𝑖,𝑗 using CL given in Equation (3)
Update 𝐼𝑉𝐷𝑎𝑣𝑔 of current path using Equation (2)
9.
else
Estimate 𝐼𝑉𝐷𝑖,𝑗 using GL and Equation (1)
Update 𝐼𝑉𝐷𝑎𝑣𝑔 of current path using Equation (2)
endif
endfor
10.
while(𝑅𝑅𝐸𝑃𝑖 is not available ∀𝑣𝑖 ∈ 𝑆𝑠𝑣 )
Wait for random amount of time for route reply
endwhile
11.
for each 𝑣𝑖 ∈ 𝑆𝑠𝑣
Calculate 𝑆𝐷𝐼𝑉𝐷 using Equation (25)
𝑆𝑠𝑑 = 𝑆𝑠𝑑 ∪ 𝑆𝐷𝐼𝑉𝐷
endfor
12
Select 𝑣𝑁𝐻𝑉 = a vehicle with minimum SD path from {𝑆𝑠𝑑 }
13
Transmit the packet to 𝑣𝑁𝐻𝑉 and 𝑣𝑐𝑓 = 𝑣𝑁𝐻𝑉
endwhile
endif
14. exit
Output: 𝑣𝑁𝐻𝑉

4. Simulation Results
In this section, description of simulations carried out to evaluate the performance of Ivd-CAGR
is provided. Two types of road network configuration is used for carrying out simulations.
Firstly, software made road network with sixteen junction points is used in the simulations.
Secondly, realistic city map based road network is used in simulations to verify the results of
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software made road configuration and to assess the performance of Ivd-CAGR in realistic road
network. The metrics considered for performance evaluation are packet delivery ratio, end-toend delay, path disconnection and hop count which are very closely related with the
connectivity of the network. State-of-the-art techniques: A-CAR and M-CAR are used for
comparative analysis of simulation results.
4.1 Simulation Environment
Simulations are carried out using the open source network simulator ns-2.34 with the help a
network configuration generating software MOVE. Network configuration such as number of
junction points, number of lanes in each road segment, traffic lights at each junctions is created
using road map editor module of MOVE. Probability of left and right turn in junction points
and probability of lane changing, speed at lanes are configured using vehicle movement editor
module of MOVE. Mobility trace file is created using the aforementioned configuration and
utilized in ns-2 as scenario file.
Table 1. Simulation Parameters

Parameters

Values

Speed interval

60 − 300 𝑠
2

Parameters

Values

Ifqlen

50

Simulation area

3000 × 3000 𝑚

Channel type

𝑊𝑖𝑟𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑠𝑠

Vehicle speed

2.8– 22.4 𝑚/𝑠 (10– 80 𝐾𝑚/ℎ)

Antenna model

𝑂𝑚𝑛𝑖 𝑑𝑖𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑎𝑙

Number of vehicle

100– 500

Propagation model

𝑆ℎ𝑎𝑑𝑜𝑤𝑖𝑛𝑔

Packet senders

15

MAC data rate

5 𝑀𝑏𝑝𝑠

Transmission range

300 𝑚

MAC protocol

𝐼𝐸𝐸𝐸 802.11𝑝

Traffic type

𝐶𝐵𝑅

Hello timeout

0.5 𝑠

Packet type

𝑈𝐷𝑃

Query period

2.5 𝑠

Packet size

512 𝑏𝑦𝑡𝑒𝑠

Frequency

5.9 𝐺𝐻𝑧

CBR rate

6 𝑃𝑎𝑐𝑘𝑒𝑡𝑠/𝑠

Routing protocols

Ivd-CAGR

A road network of sixteen junction points with two lanes in each road is configured. Any
junction points are 1000 𝑚 apart and lane width is 5 𝑚 in simulation area. The number of onroad vehicles considered on all the lanes of the simulation area is in the range 100-500. Speed
range for on-road vehicles is considered in the range 10 − 80 𝐾𝑚/ℎ. Speed change interval is
one of major parameters that affect IVD. Speed change interval is considered in the rang 60 −
300 𝑠. Transmission range of 250 𝑚, Packet size of 512 bytes, wireless channel type, traffic
type as CBR, shadowing propagation model, Omni directional antenna model, 802.11p MAC
protocol are the other basic parameters considered while simulating Ivd-CAGR. A summary of
simulation parameter values is provided in Table-1 and are approximately equal as considered
in [36]. Simulations are performed after configuring the network and on-road traffic
environment with the aforementioned values of parameters. Different source vehicle and
geocast region are randomly selected from two pre-determined junction points which is kept
same for all the ten simulation runs for recoding simulation points used in results. This way,
average of ten different simulation runs is taken for each particular value used in results.
4.2 Analysis of Results
In this section, analysis of simulation results are discussed. The metrics for performance
evaluation; namely, packet delivery ratio, path disconnection and hop count are measured in
two major simulation scenarios. In the first scenario, metrics are measured with increasing
speed of vehicles which is in the range 10 − 80𝐾𝑚/ℎ to analyze the impact of speed on the
performance of Ivd-CAGR. In the second scenario, metrics are measured with increasing
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number of vehicles in the network which is in the range 25 − 200 to analyze the impact of
density of vehicles on the performance of Ivd-CAGR.
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Figure 5. Impact of speed of vehicles on packet delivery ratio
Results in Figure 5 show the comparison of packet delivery ratio between Ivd-CAGR and the
state-of-the-art techniques: CSR and A-CAR. It can be observed that packet delivery ratio of
Ivd-CAGR is comparably higher as compared to that of the state-of-the-art techniques. In
particular, packet delivery ratio of Ivd-CAGR is approximately in the range 75 − 82% for the
considered range of speed whereas it is approximately in the range 52.6 − 63.7% and 55 −
43.7% in case of CSR and A-CAR, respectively. Moreover, the rate of decrement of packet
delivery ratio of Ivd-CAGR with increasing vehicle speed is lower as compared to that of stateof-the-art techniques. This can be attributed to the fact that Ivd-CAGR establishes more durable
and stable path between source vehicles and destination geocast region due to the incorporation
of inter vehicle distance into forwarding criteria which indirectly reduces the impact of speed
of vehicles on durability and stability of a forwarding path. Estimation of path durability and
stability of CSR is based on statistical estimation of inter vehicle distance which does not
corresponds to the on-road real time inter vehicle distance. Estimation of path durability and
stability of A-CAR is based on density of vehicles which does not guaranty the availability of
path due to uneven distribution of vehicles in realistic on-road traffic scenario. Packet delivery
ratio of state-of-the-art techniques degrade at higher rate as the speed of vehicles reaches
above50 𝐾𝑚/ℎ due to the same reasons.
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Figure 6. Impact of speed of vehicles on path disconnection
Figure 6 summarizes results of a comparative study of impact of speed of vehicles on path
disconnection in Ivd-CAGR and the state-of-the-art techniques. It is clear that path
disconnection of Ivd-CAGR is comparably lower in comparison with that of the state-of-theart techniques. Specifically, path disconnection of Ivd-CAGR is approximately in the range 5 −
11.5%, whereas it is approximately in the ranges 10.5 − 24% and 14 − 43.5% in case of CSR
and A-CAR, respectively. This is due to the consideration of standard deviation of inter vehicle
distance and direction for establishing a forwarding path between source and destination
geocast region. The consideration makes the forwarding path robust due to the dependability
of lifetime of a forwarding path on standard deviation of inter vehicle distance and direction in
vehicular traffic environment. Standard deviation of inter vehicle distance are not considered
for measuring connectivity of a forwarding path in both the forwarding modes; namely, greedy
based segment mode and density based intersection mode. Standard deviation of inter vehicle
distance as well as direction are also not considered in the connectivity estimation of A-CAR
where cluster based connectivity and cell based connectivity are integrated for measuring
connectivity from source to destination.
Figure 7 shows the comparison between Ivd-CAGR and the state-of-the-art techniques in terms
of impact of speed of vehicles on hop count. It is clear that hop count of Ivd-CAGR is
comparably lower and stable in comparison with that of the state-of-the-art techniques.
Specifically, hop count of Ivd-CAGR is approximately in the range 18 − 24 whereas it is
approximately in the ranges 20 − 80 and 53 − 192 in case of CSR and A-CAR, respectively.
This is due to the segment vehicle based directional forwarding of Ivd-CAGR which avoids
selection of closer neighboring vehicles as next hop vehicle. Segment vehicles are not the
vehicles on the border of transmission range. Segment vehicles are well inside the transmission
range of forwarding vehicle, therefore, avoids disconnections while significantly reducing hop
count. CSR selects next hop vehicle from the border vehicles to select farthest vehicle in
segment mode, whereas density based lowest cost vehicle as next hop vehicle in intersection
mode. High outage probability of border vehicles and density based cost function results in
higher hop count. The consideration of static cells on road and updating number of vehicles in
a road segment based on density increases hop count in case of A-CAR.
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Figure 7. Impact of speed of vehicles on hop count
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Figure 8. Impact of number of vehicles on packet delivery ratio
Figure 8 shows the comparison of impact of number of vehicles on packet delivery ratio
between Ivd-CAGR and the state-of-the-art techniques. Results clearly state that packet
delivery ratio of Ivd-CAGR is higher and becomes stable once the number of vehicle reaches
above 75 as compared to that of the state-of-the-art techniques. In particular, packet delivery
ratio of Ivd-CAGR is in the range 75 − 95% and becomes stable after reaching above 90%,
whereas it is approximately in the ranges 50 − 81% and 42 − 75% in case of CSR and ACAR, respectively. This is because of the stability of the forwarding path identified by Ivd-
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CAGR, due to the consideration of inter vehicle distance. The forwarding path becomes stable
quickly once the sufficient number of vehicles becomes available in the network; i.e., 75 in the
considered network scenario. Statistically estimated inter vehicle distance based forwarding
path selection and density based number of vehicle estimation forwarding path selection are
responsible for the lower packet delivery ratio in case of CSR and A-CAR, respectively.
Statistical estimation does not reflect the real time inter vehicle distance and density based
number of vehicle estimation does not reflect the exact number of vehicles.
Figure 9 presents the comparison of impact of number of vehicles on path disconnection
between Ivd-CAGR and the state-of-the-art techniques. Results clearly state that path
disconnection of Ivd-CAGR decreases with the increase in number of vehicles whereas it
rapidly increases in case of CSR and A-CAR. Specifically, path disconnection of Ivd-CAGR
decreases with the increaser in number of vehicles in the range 25 − 150 𝑣𝑒ℎ𝑖𝑐𝑙𝑒𝑠 and
stabilizes approximately at 5% once the number of vehicles reaches above 150 𝑣𝑒ℎ𝑖𝑐𝑙𝑒𝑠. This
is due to the decrement in standard deviation of inter vehicle distance with in number of vehicles
in the network. Smaller standard deviation of inter vehicle distance results into more robust
forwarding path. Standard deviation of inter vehicle distance is not considered in CSR and ACAR, therefore, probability of path disconnection increases with the increases in number of
vehicles. Additionally, direction is also not considered in forwarding path selection which
results into higher path disconnection in case of A-CAR.
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Figure 9. Impact of number of vehicles on path disconnection
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Figure 10. Impact of number of vehicles on hop count
Figure 10 shows the comparison between impact of number of vehicles on hop count in IvdCAGR and the state-of-the-art techniques. It can be clearly observed that hop count of IvdCAGR is significantly smaller as compared to that of the state-of-the-art techniques. In
particular, hop count of Ivd-CAGR varies approximately in the range 18 − 25, whereas it
rapidly increases in the ranges 24 − 85 and 25 − 115 with the increase in number of vehicles
in case of CSR and A-CAR, respectively. This can be attributed to the fact that Ivd-CAGR uses
segment vehicle based directional forwarding which selects appropriate single next hop vehicle
from segment vehicles without considering the number of neighboring vehicles. Segment
vehicle based forwarding path selection technique significantly reduces hop count without
being affected from number of vehicles in the network. Greedy based farthest vehicle selection
in segment mode and density based lowest cost vehicle selection in intersection mode causes
bigger hop count in case of CSR whereas integration of road segment selection with multi hop
path selection in each road segment without considering the length of the path is responsible
bigger hop count in case of A-CAR.

5. Conclusion
In this paper, Inter Vehicle Distance based Connectivity Aware Routing (Ivd-CAR) has been
presented. Cooperative Localization (CL) and Geometry based Localization (GL) have been
developed. Standard deviation of real time IVDs of a forwarding path has been derived for
estimating connectivity. Segment vehicle based Next Hop Vehicle (NHV) selection has been
utilized. It has been observed that CL and GL make the calculation of IVD robust from
instantaneous GPS failure. Standard deviation of IVDs more accurately represents the
distribution of IVDs in a forwarding path which enables Ivd-CAR to select stable and durable
forwarding path resulting in higher packet delivery ratio. Segment vehicle based NHV selection
reduces hop count without affecting the quality of connectivity resulting in lower end-to-end
delay. Robust IVD calculation reduces the probability of path failure resulting in lower rate of
path disconnection. Evolutionary technique based NHV selection in Ivd-CAR to incorporate
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the impact of more number of traffic parameters on forwarding path selection will be explored
in future work.
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